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Long, Mason, Sherer Run For Senior Council Post
Listsd
Seniors Named For Who's Who gygjg^s
27 Students Are
Named For Their
Outstanding Qualities

The students above in the regular order have been named to
Tiger Brotherhood: Louis Stephens, Lamar Neville, David Sherer,
and Philip Porcher. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Five Accept Membership
Bids In Tiger Brotherhood
Four student members and one
honorary member have acceptBrotherhood, local honorary leadership and service fra'ternity for
all classes. Mr. John B. Gentry,
professor in the education department, is the honorary member
elected.
The newly elected students are:
Mrs. J. G. Hickerson was preLouis M. Stephens, education senior of Canton, N. C. David G.; sented the Silver Star medal this
Sherer, architecture senior of Co- afternoon at a regimental review.
lumbia; Lamar F. Neville, archi- Mrs. Hickerson received the
tecture sophomore of Newberry; award for her son, First Lieutenand Philip G. Porcher, mechani- ant James G. Hickerson, Clemson
cal engineeering sophomore of Mt. graduate who has been killed in
. TPleasant.
action in Korea.
Lieutenant Hickerson, who
Informal initiation fo rthe new
members will begin Monday, Oc~j_graduated urn Clemson IB 5 94y,
tober 29. The initiates will be received the Simpson award as
required to perform some service the best drilled sophomore in the
to the college as part of their ini- Clemson Corps of Cadets and held
tiation.
the rank of cadet lieutenant colTiger Brotherhood was founded
onel.
by Mr. J. L. Marshall. Its purIn citing . the lieutenant for
pose is to better relations between
the
award the army stated,
students and faculty.
"Lieutenant
Hickerson was in
Officers for the year are: Wilcharge
of
the
point vehicle
liam C Denson, president; Hasduring
a"
battalion
movement
sell A. Simpson, vice-president;
and
had
halted
preparatory
to
Harold Witt, secretary; and Ray
'
sending
a
patrol
into
a
village.
Bell, treasurer.
This year's Tiger Brotherhood When a large enemy force sudprojects are part payment of. a denly opened fire from the vilscholarship and sponsorship of a lage and both flanks, Lieutenant Hickerson quickly deployed
faculty-student forum.
his machine gun and 57mm recoiless rifle into 'advantageous
C. E. Todd Is Named
positions and returned the fire
While in the midst of this dauntRegilistrar Of Howard
less act, Lieutenant Hickerson
College In Alabama
was struck by hostile fire and
Carl E. Todd, Clemson gradu- eventually died of these -wounds
ate, has been named registrar of Due to his gallant leadership
Howard College, Birmingham, Company D was materially aidAlabama. Mr. Todd was formerly ed in inflicting serious losses
at Cumberland University at Leb- upon the enemy."
anon^- Tennessee, where he was
Colonel Forrest E. Cookson,
dean of men and professor of Eng- commandant of cadets at Clemlish. - He will also teach English son, presented the award to Mrs.
at Howard College.
Hickerson.

Mrs. J. G. Hickerson
Receives Silver Star
For Son At Review

"Gator" Farr Will Make Annual
Visit to Clemson For Pep Rally
Frank B. "Gator" Farr annual
visitor to the Clemson pep rally
before the Carolina football
game, has again accepted lin invitation* to conduct the "funeral
of the Gamecock" at Clemson on
October 23.
Mr. Farr is now the principal
of the high school at White
Springs, Florida. A Clemson
graduate in the class of 1930, he
held the rank of cadet colonel
and organized the Clemson
Platoon, which has became
recognized as one of the nation's finest fancy drill units.
Later, as a major, he returned
to serve his alma mater in the
capacity of assistant PMS&T of
the military staff from 1940 to
1942.
"Gator" Farr will come to
Clemson with his wife, and they
will also attend the ClemsonCarolina football game at Columbia.

Twenty-seven seniors were selected for "Who's Who Among
Students In American Universities
and Colleges" this week. The
students were selected for their
excellence and sincerety in scholarship, their leadership and participation in extracurricular and
academic activities, their service
to the school, and their promise
of future usefulness to business
and society.
Those named include Leonard
R. Allen, vocational \agriculture
education major of Kings Creek;
Joe P. Alley, Macon, Georgia;
Jack Allison, vocational agriculture education major of Pauline;
Anthony K. Bowman, Jr., civil
engineering major of Sumter;
John W. Cook, electrical engineering major of Clemson; and Peter
A. Cook, textile chemistry major
of Spartanburg.
Also, William C. Denson, mechanical engineering major of
Orlando, Florida; Harry L.
Dukes, Jr., textile manufacturing major of Newberry; Coy J.
Gray, textile chemistry major
of Anderson; James T. Key, Jr.,
arts and sciences major of Columbia; Harry M. Lightsey, Jr.,
agriculture major of Columbia;
and Richard A. McGinty, architecture major of Clemson.
Also, George A. Mobley, textile engineering major of Simpsonville; Jack L. Mooneyhan, textile manufacturing major of West
Columbia; Raymond E. Moore, animal husbandry major of Duncan; Thomas W. Morgan, Jr., electrical engineering major of Clemson; Hoover J. Neel, education
major of Owensbwu, Kentucky;
Ladson F. Owens, Jr., arts and
sciences major of Sumter and
John H. Rodgers, vocational agriculture education major of Lake
City.
Also, George T- Rodgers, arts
and,sciences major of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; Glenn C. Smith,
civil engineering major of Washington, D. C; John Snee, textile
engineering major of Clemson;
Louis M. Stephens, education major of Canton, North Carolina;
James D. Wade, education major
of Lehoir City, Tennessee; Lee H.
Witt, Jr., agriculture engineering
rnajor of Swansea; and Millis B.
Wright, agriculture major of Fair
Bluff, North Carolina.

Morley And Gearhart Here Monday
Virginia Morley and Livingston
Gearhart, top flight team of duopianists, are presenting the second concert on the Clemson Concert Series, Monday evening, October 22. The concert will begin
at 8 p. m. in the college Field
House.
Mr. Gearhart is noted for his
many distinctive arrangements
for two pianos from Bach to modern jazz. In addition to providing choral and orchestral arrangements for Fred Waring, he
has won laurels as a composer in
his own right.
The Morley-Gearhart concerts
will include such noted numbers as "Jeus, Joy of Man's Desiring," Bach; "Prelude and
Fugue in C minor," Bach-Bauer;
"Eight Waltzes for Four Hands,"
Brahms; "Can-Can," Offenbach; and "Habanera," Ravel.
Also Gershwin's "American in
Paris," Debussy's "Blanc et noir,"
Rachmaninoff's "Prelude in G
minor," and Strauss' "Rosenkavalier Waltzes."
The duo-pianists present their
concerts on two Steinway pianos,
which they transport with them
across the country in a truck.
The Clemson House has announced that a pre-concert buffet supper will be served in the
Saber Room of the Clemson House
from 5:30 to 7:30 p. m. on October 22.

Lindsay Attending
Meet Of Textile
Chemists, Colorists
Professor Joseph Lindsay, head
of the Textile Chemistry and Dying Departments, is attending the
annual meeting of the American
Association of Textile Chemists
and Colorists in New York.
The three day program is being
devoted to technical papers and
discussions of all phases of textile finishing.
Professor Lindsay is also attending the session of the Association's National Council, to
which he was recently elected.

Record Set At Local Blood Bank;
360 Pints Are Collected Tuesday
A record for one-day collections by the Asheville American Red Cross Regional Blood Center was set Tuesday, October 16, at Clemson when the Bloodmobile collected 360
pints of blood.

Davenport, Clemson
Gradr Now Serving
Aboard USS Pocone
Lieutenant jg Raymond E. Davenport, USNR, graduate of Clemson in 1949, has been called to
active duty and is now serving
aboard the U. S. S. Pocono. This
is his second tour of duty aboard
this ship. In 1945 he enlisted and
served as hospital corpsman
aboard the Pocono.
Between tours of duty aborad
the Pocono, on which he is now
serving as assistant communications officer, Lieutenant Davenport attended Clemson College.
Before being recalled to duty, he
worked as a medical representative for the American Cyanamid
Corporation.

Rogan Is Named
Cadet Of Week

Monday's collection numbered
195 pints, bringing the two day
total to 555 pints of blood collected on the Clemson campus.
Colonel F. S. Wright, head
of the Asheville Unit, announced
that the Clemson student body,
which made the drive a success,
can be very proud of this record, which exemplifies the fine
spirit of service to country.
Sgt.'W. E. Brown of the Military Department was highly commended by Colonel Wright for his
services rendered in arranging a
schedule for the students to donate blood. He was in complete
charge of student donations.
Mrs. H. L. Hunter was community recruitment chairman, and
Dr. W. T. Ferrier is chairman of
the Clemson branch..
Tentative plans were made to
have the Bloodmobile make a return trip to Clemson in March
1952.

Plans Complete For Annual Ball

Cadet First Lieutenant Thomas
S. Rogan, agronomy major of
Greelyville, has been named Cadet
of the Week by the Commandant.
Cadet Rogan was honored for his
unselfish application to duty,
which he has performed with
zeal. He recently performed a
voluntary tour of duty as Officer
of the Day in such a manner as
to. bring credit upon himself and
Clemson.
He is a member of Company
C-3.

Sponsored By Clemson-USC Blue Key
Plans were completed for the
Annual Clemson-Carolina Ball, to
be held on October 24, at a recent meeting of the Clemson and
University of South Carolina Blue
Key Chapters. The meeting, which
was held on the University campus, was attended by Harry
Dukes, chairman of the Intercollegiate Relations Committee,
Miles Bruce and Harry Lightsey,
members of the committee, and
Bill Brown, president of the Clemson chapter of Blue Key. Professor Frank Burtner also attended
as faculty adviser.

The main purpose of the
meeting was to make for better
relations between the two
schools. It was also held to
make final arrangements for
the dance, an informal affair
which will be held in the Carolina Armory from 9 p. m. to
1 a. m. on October 24.
The Jungaleers, Clemson dance
orchestra, will play for the dance.
Bill Brown has announced that
admission will be $1.50 date f>r
stag.

Shirley Wilson Featured With TexBeneke
At Tiger-Autumn Ball on Novemder 2-3
Tex Beneke and his Orchestra,
who will play for the TIGER-Autumn Ball on November 2-3, will
feature Shirley Wilson, attractive
vocalist.
Miss Wilson, who started in
show business at the age of 16, is
making her first tour with a
name band. Her first professional
work was as an adagio dancer,
but she later joined a vocal quintet.
Then 20th CenturyrFox studios offered her a job as Betty
Grable'g double in picturess, and
for three years she danced and
appeared as Miss Grable in long
shots. Yearning to sing again,
Shirley formed a vocal trio
with lier two sisters and, billed
as the "Wilson Sisters," traveled
throughout the country.
Tex Beneke's Orchestra, currently one of the top bands in the
country, will present a free concert in the College Chapel on Friday afternoon, November 2 at
4:30 p. m.
Anthony K. Bowman, editor of
Taps, has announced that Taps
Beauties will be chosen at the
Friday night formal dance.
The Saturday night dance will
be informal.
Playing "Music in the Mood"
the Beneke band is expected
to live up to the high expectations of the student body. Tex
Beneke, a tenor saxophonist,
rose to fame as a vocalist and
saxaphone player with the famous Glenn Miller Orchestra.

Nominations were made at a meeting of. the Student
Body on Tuesday night, Oct. 16, for class officers and Student
Government representatives.
Only one student is needed to fill a vacancy on the Senior
Counoil. Nominees for that office are C. W. Long, C. L. Mason, and D. C. Sherer.

When Miller" was lost during
the war, Tex took over the band
and the Miller arrangements
to continue playing music as
the Glenn Miller Orchestra previously had.
Recording exclusively for MGM
Records, Tex Beneke and his orchestra have presented such
favorites as Sentimental Music
and Palladium Patrol.
Prices for the dances, as announced by the Central Dance
Association, are $3.50 Friday,
$3.75 Saturday, and $6.50 block
ticket.

Dr. Brown Attending
Textile Conference
Dr. H. M. Brown, Dean of the
School of Textiles, is attending a
meeting of the International Textiles Standards Conference in New
York. He is a member of the
American delegation attending the
conference.
The conference is sponsored by
the American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists, the
American Society of Testing Materials, and the American Standards Association.
Dr. Brown will report to the
conference on the "Comparison of
the Grab versus Strip - breaking
Strength Tests."

President R. F. Poole
Will Address National
Plant Industry Meet
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
Clemson, will attend a symposium
held by the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering at Beltsville, Maryland, October 24 and 25.
The meeting is to cover some
of the highlights of the Bureau's
program for research.
On Wednesday, October 24, Dr.
Poole will address the delegates.
His subject will be "State-Federal
Cooperation."
Roles M. Salter is chief of the
Bureau, which celebrated its 50th
anniversary last July.

Three men were nominated for
senior class representatives. They
are: R. L. Shores, S. H. Smith,
and C. B. Watkins. Three representatives are to be elected.
Two men were nominated for
the junior class vice-presidency.
They are: J. W. Barton and J. E.
Elliott.
Nominated to fill the three
junior class representative posts
are: T. E. Gioiosa, L. A. Seaborn,
C. R. Simpson, and R. R. Stokes.
P. G. Porcher is the only nominee for the office of sophomore
class treasurer. Nominated for
sophomore class representatives
are: A. B. Sweet, D. H. Spearman,
and J. T. McCarter.
All freshman class officers
will be elected in the coming
election. Those nominated are:
G. U. Bennett, F. C. Derrick, and
B. H. Long for the class presidency; R. M. Ashmore, J. R. Fister, R. M. Heriot, and I. P. Montgomery for the vice-presidency;
J. H. Hardee, W. A. Key, T. M.
McMillan, and J. P. Truluck for
secretary; and C. R. Brown, J. T.
King, and R. C. McDaniel for
treasurer.
Five student government representatives will be selected from
the foi lowing freshmen: L. A.
Cooper, J. W. Derrick, J. M. Gasque, M. H. Hand, J. F. Mattison,
D. Morris, J. L. Parler, J. A, Templeton, L. J. Turner, and J. A.
White.

Mrs. E. W. Cook
Heads State UDC
Mrs. G. W. Cook,
was recently elected
the South Carolina
the United Daughters
federacy at the 55th
vention in Rock Hill.

of Clemson,
president of
division of
of the Conannual con-

By Their Words
"Loose as a goose."

John Lane
"Now when I built DeerishMilliken . . ."
"Peanuts" Lowry
"Your pay is coming ...
soon(?)"
'The Boys in Blue"

Cheerleaders Plan Giant Pep
Rally On Big Thursday Eve
The Clemson cheerleaders have announced a program
that will be followed at the annual Clemson-Carolina pep
rally on Tuesday night at 7 p. m. in the Amphitheater. They
have also listed a route of march for the parade to the bon
fire.
Program
Prelude—Drug Major's Special by the Band
Yell—CLEM in cadence count and the Clap Yell
Song—To—blank—to—blank—with Carolina.
Yell—Slow Clemson and Locomotive
Band—Dixie
Yell—Go-o-o Tigers
Band—TIGER Rag
Yell—Hi Coach, 15 Rahs, T—E—A—M—
Talk by Coach Frank Howard
Funeral March
Sermon by Rev. "Gator" Farr
Alma Mater
Funeral Procession to Bon Fire
The order of march has been arranged to follow the road
around in front of the new chemistry building, past third
barracks, down the road to the filter plant. From there the
procession will turn right and pass the stadium to the new
baseball field where the Burning of the Gamecock will take
place. It is to be noted that the fire will be built on the new
baseball field across from the stadium.
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School Officials And Student
Body Do Not Have Interaction
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By: "Doc" Baker

Member of
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RAH RAH ONCE MORE
Lately, the football team has been traveling to many and varied places, leaving pep
meetings at a standstill. However, the next
one will be of special interest.
Not only will it be the rally prior to the
Carolina game; it will be a funeral. "Gator" Farr has already promised to be here.
If there is a person at Clemson who has
not witnessed one of Deacon Farr's funerals, h? has missed something—an indescribable something, too.
The "Revrund Farr" specializes in putting
obnoxious chickens, specifically roosters, far
beneath mother nature's epidermis. Everything will be in ship shape for the biggest
pep rally of the year. No one will want to
miss it! No Clemson student will!

Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
year by the students of Clemson College
THE TIGER Is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim. The
South't Moit Interesting College Newspaper,'1 Is based en circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who read It.
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IMPROVEMENT ON HOTEL HILL
There was a time at Clemson when a visi- WHEN IT STARTED
tor's room was an unheard of object. Now,
When did Clemson begin? "Pitchfork"
directly across the street from Bowman Field, Ben Tillman started raising a "rookus" for
on top of the hill, one of the most modern South' Carolina to have an agricultural colhotels in the south towers over the campus. lege. This was in 1885.
This is a tremendous asset to Clemson.
Some organizations are naturally slow, othVisitors and passersby can easily find a good ers can't help themselves. Anyway, the Genplace to spend the night.
eral Assembly of South Carolina decided t9
In
addition
to
visitors,
the
hotel
offers
make
some use of the lands Thomas Green
DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT • I •
several advantages to the students. ReClemson bequeathed them. Thus, in 1889,
cently, I went over one Sunday night to
the paper work said it was all right to go
see what their buffet dinner was like.
ahead.
Well, if there's anything I like better than
Clemson's first building was completed in
good eating, it's more of it. They had it.
1890, six years later the first group of stuI'll have to admit, I was probably looked
dents walked through the halls for the last
upon as a stray specimen from the swine
time and latched on to a "sheepskin."
By Stan Kohn
department, but I was having fun?
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
If some of you get more money than you
I've possibly got a lot of misconceptions of to complete abolishment of an old Clemson
Tuesday night, I happened to be in the barcollege life—and it took me four full years tradition now termed by officials as "the ma- can spend and want to dig your grave with a
racks
at the same hour "Long Roll" was held.
s oon
the lace to do iL
- **'*
P
to find out just what Clemson isn't like; so licious wasting of good food." Not only that, P
I sat in the room and suddenly heard the
possibly some of you won't agree with me I got zip on my good uniform pants last year. WHAT'S WRONG HERE?
strains of the Alma Mater coming from the
Ever so often something goes wrong at
Possibly a bit of serious thinking on the
only because you haven't been here long
hall. The first thing that struck me was
Clemson. Different school officials usually
enough to realize certain prominent things matter might bring results from some of the
what an eager-beaver some wheel on this
come up with the statement that they can't
about our dear old alma mammy.
military wheels. I cannot see another Clem- imagine why the students would act in that company must be.
However, when this was over, I heard
A very definite impression I got as I en- son tradition abolished only because of its manner.
several
other companies singing Clemson's
tered college was that I was beginning the misuse.
To point out a specific incident, last Senior
aria.
I
didn't have time to find out who
four most productive years of my life; and,
Day was a nightmare. Last Sunday night,
Laundry Service Worse
instigated
this practice, but judging from
as a college student, I was to be guided by
some of the students welcomed the football
the
last
presentation
in Memorial Stadium,
I guess I've found something comparable to
professors, instructors, and administrators
team back with an appropriated bonfire. v
I say it's a fine gesture.
into the proper productive channels. You the hole that used to be in the sidewalk in
What causes students to act in this manknow, something like the goat leading the front of the 'Y' that all ex-TIGER columnists ner? Is this condition more prevalent at COLOR WEARERS
managed to talk about at least once a month, Clemson than at similar institutions? If
sheep to the slaughter.
!'ve found ouT where one more Clemson
and I'm gonna run it into the ground. Laungraduate
is located. Second Lieutenant Ruis,
why
is
it?
Schools are getting to be commercial
dry service is atrocious. Those monsters bepert
Kinard,
'51, is stationed at Fort Knox,
I
think
the
answer
to
a
great
deal
of
this
all schools, even our dear old Tom Clemhind Barracks Eight started an annex, got, lies in the fact that there is virtually no re- Kentucky.
mons. When the initiative of students,
the students appeased, and came to a dead lationship between school officials and the
If any of you know where former Clemson
their so-called productiveness, is stifled by
standstill
men
are stationed, let me know and I'll put
student body.
professors and administrators" because of
'em
in
here.
How
many
times
can
you
recall
attending
Take this as a warning: Don't send your
prestige, or monetary gains in the future,
nylon shirts to the laundry. If necessary
then something is very definitely wrong.
clean them yourself, but don't even put
Student initiative is being molded to fit
them in a laundry bag, because if the launthe needs of the college and not the needs of
dry gets them that new Textile machine
the individuals. In a number of instances,
called The Slasher will take it apart.
such as the college variety magazine, which
Soak your shirts in lukewarm water,
never got out of committee up in administraAN OPEN LETTER TO THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN IN THE HILLS
tion; the mounting of the cannon beside the (Lukewarm is when you can put your hand
i
As the time for the annual "Big Thursday" football game between
flagpole, which was lost to a more powerful in it and not get your watch wet.) Then
group by two service frats; and last year's work up some suds with that soap powder
Clemson and Carolina draws near predictions are running \wild and emoBlood Drive, preliminaried by a small club (Lux or Ivory Snow) that you bought to
tions are running high.
and lost to the Military in a flurry of im- wash your socks with.
Due to what seemed to have been tradition, in the past many students
It's all right to rub the suds into the spots
and non-students have allowed their emotions to control their good wisportance.
that get dirty, like the insides of the collar
dom. These college "pranks" have taken the form of personal and private
One of these days a student group, or
and cuffs, but don't scrub the entire shirt.
damages. They have been a great detriment to the reputation of both
even an individual, will accomplish someJust push the suds back and forth through
Clemson and Carolina. But, as we are told, it is not in the nature of the
thing worthwhile and then go up to the adaverage college student to be destructive. But, whether it was college
the
material.
ministrators, stick it under their nose, and
students or not, these "pranks" had to be stopped.
say, "I did this, here it is; now I'd like perThe most important thing in the whole
In 1948 the Blue Key chapter at Clemson and the Blue Key chapter
process of cleaning is to get a good looking
mission to do it."
at Carolina met in an effort to study this increasing problem. Out of this
shirt after it has been washed and dried.
conference grew a joint project of the two chapters to establish a better
Comb Thy Hair
And that lies in the drying of the shirts.
relationship between the two colleges. Through their joint efforts CoTuesday evening an old Clemson tradition
Drape a towel over a coat-hanger shawllumbia has become a safer place to live during the Clemson invasion.
will probably take place in the Mess Hall. I style and then put the shirt on the hanger.
Again this year Kappa Sigma Kappa will set up bunks in the gymcan't see any way of getting around it, but Hang it up and pay particular attention to
nasium for the visiting Clemson cadets. Also, the real efforts of Blue
upperclassmen are going to comb the hair of tke straightening of the seams because the
Key are materialized into a "Clemson-Carolina Victory Dance" the
rats with everything imaginable that's placed shirt is going to dry just like it's hanging.
night before the big game. This dance has become more than just an
on the chow table. But I do have a definite
example of good relationship, rather it has become traditional in itself.
To keep all of the seams around the pockopinion on the whole thing.
Blue Key has set the ball rolling for a bigger and better "Big Thursets, collar, cuffs, and down the sides from
day."
Now it's up to you. The national recognition of each school dehaving
that
"puckered"
look,
pull
all
seams
It is a Clemson tradition that has gone
pends
much
upon your behavior during these crucial days. This year, the
tight.
That
means
grasping
the
seam
at
the
to pot. Seems like the old tradition was
Big
Game
is
to be broadcast over the national hookup of the Mutual Broadtop
with
one
hand
and
at
the
bottom
with
to comb only the hair of those freshmen
casting
System
with Harry Wismer at mikeside, and over 400 stations carDon't give it this
who were unable to have their hair parted, the other, then pull.
rying
the
contest.
Let's show the nation that we have real Southern Genstrong-arm stuff or you'll tear it seam from
by State Fair holidays. Of course, motlemen
in
South
Carolina.
This can be generally achieved with the full
seam. Just pull it enough to straighten-the
lasses was used as hair tonic, and I'm in
cooperation of both student bodies.
seams and then leave it alone until it's dry.
agreement with that. Now students are
Carolina is attempting to further this good relationship through
using everything imaginable as slicktun—
several campus-wide projects. This year Panhellenic is planning a
Noble Thought
catsup, syrup, bread crumbs, mashed poSorority Open House for all the Country Gentlemen before the dance.
tatoes, and gravy.
"He who fights and runs away, wiU live to
Also, Inter-fraternity Council is working on the project of having
Honestly, fellows, this widening of the fight another day."
Fraternity Open House on Thursday morning.
FOOL!
scope of an old tradition is just liable to lead
How about it, fellows? We are trying to prove that you are welcome
to Carolina. And for goodness sake, let's see you one and all at the Clemson-Carolina Victory Dance in the Armory. (Music furnished by the one
and only Jungaleers.)
Here's good luck to your football team—I hope they'll need it.
Deep in tradition and respect,
"And what foreign language is Prof. Polk-Ca* you tell me under different conditions due
David E. Parrish, president
eMl0M
that Carolina halfback studying at anything about the great chemists *°e^«££
p
U. S. C. Blue Key chapter.
college?"
of the leventeenth century?
'
— ■ -■■—

Student Job Counseling Needed
The 1048 Congress of American Industry, National AsiO=
ciation of Manufacturers, adopted a resolution emphasizing
industry's interest in education and calling upon all employers to initiate and promote closer ties between industry
and education in their own communities, "to give active leadership and personal support to the maintenance of adequate
educational facilities,
There has always been some difference of opinion between business men and educators as to what subjects best
prepare students for the business world. Results of a two*
year study by the Society for the Advancement of Management show that of the forty-four subjects on which the twg
groups were polled, only four were judged to be essential by
60 per cent of each group. Generally speaking, business men
attach greater significance to subjects such as public relations, sales promotion, and budget control. Business teachers feel that statistics and business law are more important
for success.
A cooperative study between industrialists and educators seems advisable to reconcile some of the differences.
Such a study would result in better equipping the college
graduate with his obligation to the business world and would
better acquaint businessmen with the college graduate talent
available to him.
The chief criticism of college students entering business
have been summed up as follows: "College graduates do not
have the right attitude toward their jobs or their business
associates, as expressed in lack of industry and initiative,
delusions of grandeur and inability to get along with people."
In view of this criticism, adequate job counseling is essential. Sufh a program would eliminate many of the points
of friction concerning the short-comings as well as responsibilities of the college graduate in the business world. The
students must know what is expected of them, what they
should study in college, and the attitude of the business
world toward their prospects and talents. Such action would
be advantageous to the students themselves, to educational
institutions, and to industry.

Memorandum To All Students
After due consideration by the Senior Council, the following policy concerning Student Identification Cards is
hereby adopted.
1.

Student Identification Cards are valid ONLY
when used by the person to whom they were issued. All students are reminded that they are
to be held liable for any misuse of the card on
which their name appears.
2. Any student caught lending, borrowing, or otherwise abusing the use of his card will be subject
to disciplinary action by the Senior Council.
3.

Such disciplinary action may consist of;
(a) 30 days room arrest and/or 20 demerits
(b) Campus arrest
(c) Forfeiture of the privileges granted by the Student Identification Card.
(d) . Any combination of the above.
James K. Alexander
Chairman, Senior Council
Approved: R. F. Poole
President

Subscribe to THE TIGER
Moil this blank and $2.00 to
Circulation Manager
THE TIGER
Box 269
Clemson, S. C.

.— " ■■

Student Initiative Shot;
Wash Your Own Nylon Shirt

Gags From Other College Rags
"English."

NAME
ADDRESS

a meeting of the student body? What was
the purpose of this meeting? Do you, the
students at Clemson, feel that you have an
active part in the school?
A cadet taking advanced military science
meets four hours of MS in the class room.
He has two hours of military drill, one parade, and one' inspection that requires an
hour each. In addition to this, he meets
six regular formations during the day.
These formations begin at 6:30 in the
morning and end at 11:00 p. m.
All of this plus special drills and parades.
The achievement, a reserve commission in
the army.
AH of these hours to make a reserve officer, yet, not one scheduled hour to make a
better student or a better Clemson man.
I ask you, WHAT'S WRONG HERE?

j

New WAAC—Where do I eat?
Captain—You mess with the
male officers.
New WAAC—I know, but where
do I eat?

Student.
sir.

They are all

dead,

During a recent tuberculosis
X-ray survey at a not too distant
college 90 per cent of original series of X-rays had to be re-taken

«pjj0t to tower, pilot to tower
plane out of gas; am one thousand
feet and thirty miles over the
ocean. What shall T do?'
"Tower to pilot, tower to pilot:
Repeat after me . . . Our Father
who art in Heaven . ..
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Military Classrooms Have Seen Better Days
Classes Held In
Filter Plant, 'Y',
Loading Platform
By Stan Kohn

Military classroom in the basement of the Physics Building. The windows open on high bushes,
the overhead pipes keep an incessant hum going in the rooms. Inadequate lighting is another prob'em. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)

A military class is taught in the theater of the YMCA. The only high point in attending a class
here is the candy machine. located in the rear. (TIGER Staff photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Baptist Sponsor
Fall Convention
In Spartanburg

that he (Oscar) wonders if the port the Georgia team last week.
military personnel volunteered to He even had admirers from Ft.
give blood as eagerly as did the Benning.
cadets.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that "Mousehead" Barbot has
that the troops did raise a little been living an easy life this year.
bit of hell Sunday when the team Maybe he's practicing to become
rolled in and that Oscar was glad an "ole soldier".
to see the spirit. .
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAVS—
that Toogie Foster has been
that to be such a little fellow, pushing Twinkle Toes Moorehead
Sid "First Sgt." CHne really does for the biggest boob on the camconsume a lot of fire water.
pus—or off the campus, for that
—OSCAR SAYS—
matter. He (Oscar) believes that
that from what he can gather he will bring the Junior Class
from his source in Denver, Oscar much "mon" in the "Booby King"
has learned that "Cookie, Jr." was contest.
known to let it all hang out way
—OSCAR SAYS—
out there in the wild west.
that Bobby Cudd is having a
—OSCAR SAYS—
hard time with his Tac Officer.
that contrary to the many ru- This place will be another West
mors that are going around, Point yet.
."Duke" Hare is not the only per—OSCAR SAYS—
son at Clemson who drinks.
that Compost Compton is still
—OSCAR SAYSholding up the rail in front of 1st.
that Oscar would like to be These people who have nothing to
the first to welcome "Gator" Farr do, but sit around and politic. He,
and this time that chicken had
(Oscar) predicts Compost will be
better stay buried.
the campaign manager for his
—OSCAR SAYS—
freshman crew from Columbia.
And while on the subject, Os—OSCAR SAYS—
car will be at all the parties and
that those chickens are due a
what-have-you in Columbia and
you can be sure he won't miss pickin. He (Oscar) is looking for
a lop-sided score this year.
anything.

NOTICES!

By Alan Cannon

Clemson Baptist students are
invited to drop in at the annual
Baptist party sponsored by th«
Carolina Baptist Student Union
on Wednesday, October 84 at
9:30 p. m. at the Baptist Student
Center at 1618 Pendleton Ave*
nue in Columbia,

I

Rafique Mohammed Saigol is
probably one of the best known
personalities on the Clemson campus, and is certainly one of the
roost well-liked. Kaifque was
born in Calcutta, India, but his
home is in a little village known
as Chakowal, in Pakistan. Rafique started his informal education
when he was three and a half
years old, visiting Japan for a
year and a half. On his return,
he started his formal education at
a boarding school in Dehra Dun.
There he completed twelve years
of schooling. After completing
school Rafique toured the Middle
Bast. When he finally returned
home he worked as an assistant to
his father, who is an industrialist.
After the world war, he went with
his father to Germany and remained there for a little while.
Returning to Pakistan he again
took an active part in his father's
business.
Rafique wanted to study textiles
and follow in his father's footsteps. His father suggested that
he work in a textile plant for a
while to get a good background
of the business, in addition to
learn English", so that he might
come to the States to study. He
was accepted in Cambridge University in 1848 and in the short
time of two years Rafique mastered the English language. After
didn't stop banging when the
movie did. How "Wild Bill" used
to have to shout to be heard above
the rat-tat-tat of the steam pipes.
Of course, we can't overlook
that poor section of students that
must meet their class in the Theater in' the YMCA. It's almost
hopeless to try to balance a notebook on the arm of one Of those
theater seats; and just as hopeless for an instructor to try to
convey a few words to thirty boys
in such a colossal room.
There are boys on this campus that have M- S. in almost
every imaginable place ... the
filter plant, a loading platform
In the At building, under the
trees on Bowman Field, and in
a ten foot wide room In Tillman.
I cfin't offer any solution for
this classroom situation. I might
add my prayers to those already
being offered by the military
staff, and if I had any influence
with somebody that could remedy the situation I'd offer that
too. In fact, the only thing I
have that I can possibly offer is
the "Can Hardly Stan" award to
the Military Staff for having the
"saddest story" this month.

The Block "C" Club has asked that no block letters, other
than those issued by the college, be worn on the campus.
This request is an effort to keep
the significance of the Clemson block "C" before the students.
The Parent-Teachers Organization of Caihoun - Clemson
High School will present a Halloween Carnival, Friday night,
October 19, front 6 p. m. to 9
p. m. Students, as well as the
community, are invited to attend.

Rafique Saigol
this Rafique once again returned
to his native land where he stayed
for three months. One of his father's advisers, an engineer from
the States, recon\mended that Rafique come to Clemson College.
He arrived here last Augusut.
Rafique is double majoring at
Clemson. He is majoring both in
Textiles and Arts and Sciences,
with a major in Economics and a
minor in Sociology. When Rafique finishes here in 1954 he will
have a total of 227 credits. This
gives him a load of twenty-four
credits per semester and ten credits each for two summer schools.
Rafique, when asked about
Clemson, says: "If I did not like
Clemson, I would not be here.
There is none better."

He has had two years of military training and is subject to being called by his government at
any time. In West Punjab, military training is compulsory for all
high school students.
In his country Rafique is a
sheikh (sheik). He wea* a beard
because in his country it is the
custom for a man who has reached the age of twenty-one to wear
one.
Since Rafique arrived here last
August he has traveled over 17,000
miles in the States so that he
might get a better idea as to
what makes America and Americans tick. In regard to America
Rafique says: "Being an oriental
myself I am proud of our reputation for hospitality; but after be-

tag ta the States this brief period
and having seen what little I
have, I doff my hat to the Amer^
lean people." His favorite sport
is football, and he likes to swim,
ride horses and play plenty of ten»
nis.
Rafique's future plans are to
study in Clemson for the next
three years ,then return home and
leave his fortunes to time. He is
the eldest son of a family of five
brothers and two sisters.

Cossets United
Stores, Inc.
Stores in S. C.,—N. C,
and Ga.
EASLEY, S. C.

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M,

''•mwiiBgBam*

A COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE.
SINCE 1020 — PHONE 3232

Euccmii, CITY PRINTING CO.
-EMSOM,

AH6CMON, 9. C

aaa emteooDttt
-

oooeeooi
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HALE'S
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society

•

LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
SINCE 1856
Greenville
South Carolina

—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—
;

About 100 Clemson Baptists are
expected to attend the Baptist
Student Union Fall Convention
to ,be held in Spartanburg Nov. 9,
10, and 11.
Registration by Clemson men
for the convention must be made
on the Wednesday after State Fair
holidays by signing a roster at the
Clemson Baptist Church.
Housing for the convention delegates will be provided by the
people of Spartanburg. Breakfast on both Friday and Saturday
mornings will also be provided for
the delegates by the people with
whom they are staying. The
host church for the convention,
the First Baptist Church, will
furnish supper Friday evening.
Arrangements
have
been
made for a chartered bus to
transport the delegates to Spartanburg. Those who wish to
do so can also ride the bus back
to see the Clemson-Boston College football game on Saturday
afternoon.
The convention will consist of
conferences and address by outstanding Baptist speakers. Doug
-Turley of The Citadel is state
president of the Baptist Student
Union and William Shuler of
Clemson is first vice-president.
Both of these officers are expected to be on the program. Also
scheduled to be on the program
are John Wayland of North Wilkesboro, N. C. and Dr. Normand
Shands of Spartanburg.

This morning a group of weary
students filed into a dim, barnlike room for an hour lecture on
some phase of military science.
They came to class with good intentions—they wanted to learn,
And they were, willing to spend
an hour listening to a combatstarved military man elucidate on
the use of. some obsolete weapon.
Boy, were they in for a surprise!
Clemson College, basically a
military school (Simpson said the
'M' in 'A&M' stands for military),
just hasn't got any military classrooms to speak of. And while
speaking of what we haven't got,
there seeme to be |o hope for any
decent classrooms p the near future. But I don't even know where
to place the blame.
There seems to be a number
of angles on just where the
blame should be placed. Maybe
the military department isn't
lobbying satisfactorily, or maybe the administration just can't
seem to find the money to spend
on classrooms, or maybe there
are some people up here who
don't seem pleased to see the
military on the campus at all.
But very, definitely, there is a
need for military classrooms
and there is a spot to place the
blame.
Let's start at the beginning.
The military department wasn't
pushed around when there was
only Infantry here. They didn't
need more than three or four
large rooms and they were set
for life. Then they started adding various minor units—Signal,
Ordnance, QM, and finally Flyboys. And the greater the number got, the more room they needed to dish out their various—
shall we say—forms of knowledge.
Expanding from the bare-walled
Physics Building basement, where
they had rooms even better than
the rooms the Physics department had, the Military department moved into the old TIGER
office in the basement of Tillman
Hall.
From there they pushed to new
frontiers, way down in the Textile
Building; and more recently to
other buildings. But never once
did the Military Department have
a decent classroom, except for a
brief time on the first floor of
the Textile building—I can hear
Major Cronin barking at me across
that room now.
In the Interest of better education some allowance should
be made for formal classrooms
for this department. Are they
to be considered an outcast
form of education—the teaching of war? Last year as the
new chemistry building neared
completion I could see the
gleam in Colonel Cookson's eye.
There was a hope that fhe old
chemistry building would go
over to the Military Department. That fell flater than my
ole-Iady's head.
There's a room in the Physics
Building basement that is large
enough for two classrooms,
neither of them having windows,
both of them having to be used as
entranceways to other parts of
the building. It is comon for an
instructor in the middle of a lesson to be interrupted by someone
finding it necessary to go from
one room to another through this
"hallway." And the room across
the way in that same basement
that always supplied battle soundaffects during the showing of
combat films, only the pipes

Rafique Saigol Has Wide Experiences

that "Snooky" Bowman finally
got his Blue Key back from that
poor, little, unsuspecting girl
down at Coker. Shame on you,
Tony, for being so brutal.

that the "head" is really working the team after their loss to C.
O. P. The panting words on the
practice field are "We'll never
lose another one."
—OSCAR BAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Oscar is wondering how
that Teddie says the bar will
Sandy's "second wife" is getting
be "five miles long."
along without him these days. He
^>
—OSCAR SAYS—
that "Bubba" Alexander was (Oscar) thinks Sandy is glad
known to feel the effects of water Washington is many miles away.
after giving blood. These people
—OSCAR BAYS—
who just can't stay in good health.
that "Slanders" will be the topic
Whiskey will tell.
topic of this column after the
—OSCAR SAYS—
game next week. Oscar will be
that Dave "Little Maddox" Mill- all out to get the poop on the
ing was giving all he had to sup- troops.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
—Greenville—

Your Clemson Headquarters Since 1908

Lou have to get up early in the morning to
put one over on this cock-of-the-walk! When it

L. C. Martin Drag Company
Clemson Book Store

came to making "quick-trick" experiments of
cigarette mildness, he stated flatly, "That's strictly
for clucks"! How 'ya going to keep 'em down
on the farm—when they know there's one
convincing way to prove cigarette mildness!
It's the sensible test... the 30-day Camel
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try

SERVING CLEMSON STUDENTS, CLEMSON PEOPLE,
AND CLEMSON'S FRIENDS AND VISITORS
IS OUR WAY OF MIXING PLEASURE
WTH BUSINESS

Camels as a steady smoke—on a day after day
basis. No snap judgments. Once you've enjoyed
Camels for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for
Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why..,

After all trie Mildness Tests.

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN

"WHERE ALL CLEMSON MEETS ##

Camel leads all other brands tybiffions

Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
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Tigers To Meet Gamecocks Next Thursday
Annual State Fair Game Expected
To Draw Over 35,000 Football Fans

Experts Favor Tigers,
Furman, And Maryland
Clemson's Tigers will meet the I Carolina Gamecocks in
Columbia next Thursday in the annual State Fair Classic To Win Week's Games
which is the biggest game of the year to South Carolina football fans. This will mark the 49th meeting between the two
teams.
Clemson holds an edge over the
Gamecocks in games won by the
margin of 29-16. Three of these
traditional battles were ended in
ties.
Carolina has played four conference teams so far this season
and has a present record of two
wins and two loses. Their wins
came over The Citadel and Furman while they lost to strong
squads from Duke and the University of North Carolina. They lost
to the lads from UNC last week
by the score of 21-6.
The Tigers now have a record
of three wins and one loss. After
rolling over Presbyterian by the
An unidentified College of Pacific back breaks away for a long gain.in last Saturday night's battle
score of 53-6, topping the Rice
of the Tigers. Clemson line backer, Don Wade (22) is coming up to make the tackle.
(Photo
Owls by the margin of 20-14 and
courtesy The Anderson Independent).
eeking by N. C. State 6-0, the
Country Gentlemen lost their first
Also conspicous in the old ac- game of the season this past week
counts were the various odd terms
applied to the plays. The Nineteenth century Tigers seemed to Tau Beta Pi Selects
make good use of such maneu- Thirteen Members
vers as the "tandem buck",
The Clemson chapter of Tau
By Bobby Mixon
"double pass", "revolving wedge", Beta Pi, national honorary enNext Thursday is Big Thursday great interest in the new game and "bluff kick", which evidently
gineering fraternity, recently
in South Carolina and as all true and the first Clemson team be- now is called the fake kick.
named thirteen students for memPalmetto football enthusiasts gan to round into shape.
In the story of the 1898 game, bership. Requirements for admisknow, that means that the UniSouth Carolina College, as the which Clemson also won by a 24 sion into the organization are suversity of South Carolina and University was then known, de- to 0 score, is found the first menClemson College will again tangle feated Clemson 12 to 6 in the ini- tion of sponsors. The following perior academic standing and exin the gridiron classic of the year tial game between the two schools. is an exerpt from the STATE: cellence of character.
Those students named to memin the state.
It was played on Wednesday of "Four beautiful sponsors from
•When one realizes all the weeks the State Fair week at 11:00 in the Winthrop rode in a carriage drawn bership are: Karl Nelson, Remof, preparation and training which morning in order to give the by two white horses. Both the bert Stokes, K. T. Smith, G. J.
precede this main attraction of throng ample time to return to horses and the carriage were dec- Bishop, J. H. Creighton, L. S. McCormick, G. A. McKee, H. G. Lethe annual State Fair, then he be- homes by nightfall.
orated with streamers of purple forte, Jr., S. A. Rogers, D. C. Olgins to wonder just how this ; The following year Clemson and orange."
livet, W. T. Hughes, J. H. Hengreat and intense rivalry had its avenged their previous defeat by
cfrix, and H. B. Rawl.
Other
highlights
of
that
game
start.
severely trouncing the GameIt all really began in 1896, cocks 20-6 before a crowd of 2,- included twenty minutes of play
say about the Dress Parade, "The
which was the first year of foot- 000 in their final game of the in which the ball was not moved
ten yards toward either goal. It formation was a pretty one and
ball at Clemson. Up until that year.
was much enjoyed by the imyear, football had never been
This marked the second year in is not quite certain what the obheard of at Clemson, in fact, a succession that Clemson had won viously prejudiced writer was try- mense crowd which kept pressing
football had never been seen on the State football championship ing to insinuate when he made closer and interfered somewhat
with the movements."
the campus.
and also marked the first year note of the fact that "a good deal
Over three hundred cadets
However, a few members of the that Clemson hired a man for the of time was lost while the Caromade
trip to the Big Game that
lina
captain
and
the
referee
had
faculty and some students had specific purpose of coaching footyear and while they were there,
a little chat."
seen some of the games between ball.
a regular army-like camp was set
other schools and they began to
Several interesting as well as
The Big Game begun to be up: Taps was sounded at midexpress their desire to field a foot- amusing items are to be noticed played on Thursday in 1899
ball team. A meeting was held in glancing over newspaper ac- when the Tigers were again night and Reveille at 7:00 a. m.
in a barracks room by a number counts of th game, which are pre- triumphant by a 33-0 margin. Sentinals were stationed and
of cadets in the early fall of 1896. served in the CLEMSON COL- The sponsors again made their everything was conducted in a
An organization known as the LEGE CHRONICLE in the South entry in a colorfully decorated proper military manner.
At the turn of the century
Clemson College Football Asso- Carolina room of the Library.
carriage, but one important adClemson
went undefeated in
ciation was formed and Prof.
Particularly of interest was
dition is to be noted, one solisix games, defeating South CarRiggs, an ex-Auburn star, offered the strange scoring system by
tary Clemson cadet was selected
olina by a score of 51-0. Conhis services as coach. As there which a touchdown counted
to sit on the front of the carsidering that touchdowns only
was no gridiron, practice sessions only four points. Instead of
riage and wave the school flag.
counted 4 points then, those 51
were held on the small green in penalizing a team a certain
A significant incident of the points have a present-day value
front of the barracks.
number of yards, the ball
1899 State Fair occurred imme- of 78 points.
In spite of their handicaps and would be given to the other
diately after the game when the
A violent aspect was added to
inexperience the cadets took a team.
Clemson College Band escorted the atmosphere in 1902 when the
the victorious Tiger team around Clemson Corps of Cadets went
the arena at the Fair Grounds to down to the Fair with bayonets
the strains of a wildly-played fixed and the game was not play"Dixie."
ed for several years after that.
At 2 o'clock of that same after- Except for a near riot in 1946 and
Located One Block Below Bank Building
noon, the entire Clemson Cadet a few minor skirmishes, one can
SHOE SERVICE
HARDWARE SALES
Corps paraded on the Fair safely say that it's not as rough
Grounds. The STATE had this to as it used to be.
KEYS MADE

History Of Previous Big
Thurs. Games Are Given

MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

to the College of Pacific 21-7.
The two teams -should be rated
about even in the. State Fair Classic this year, according to statisti - so far this season.
In last
year's game between the two rivals, the Tigers were installed as
favorites but the battling Gamecocks fought the Tig sto a 14-14
deadlock which proved to be one
of the best games in history between the two arch rivals. More
than 35,000 football fans were expected to be,on hand in Carolina
Stadium to witness this colorful
football game next Thursday.
Game time has been set at 2
o'clock.
This game should feature an
offensive battle between two
backs, Billy Hair from Clemson
and Steve Wadialk front Carolina. Both boys are1 making
bids for Ail-American honors.
In addition to Wadiak in the
Carolina backfield, Coach Rex Enright has Hootie Johnson- at right
half who has proved his ability to
hold down the position vacated by
graduated
Bishop
Strickland.
Johnny Gramling will be at the
quarterback post for the Gamecocks. Gramling, a sophomore
from Orangeburg, S. C, is doing a
great job as field general for Carolina this year. His accurate passing has been a great asset to the
Birds in games played this season.
Bobby Drawdy, another sophomore
in the lineup, will be at the fullback post fo rthe Gamecocks.
Defensive stars for the Birds
are: Don Early, who has proved
to be one of the best defensive
tackles In the state, Larry
Smith and Harry Jaccusch who
also have been a threat to opposing backs in games played so
far this season.
The Clemson squad will probably have the same starting lineup
as in previous games this season.
There were a few minor injuries
in the COP game last week, but
the injured boys are expected to
be fully recovered before the Carolina affair. Billy Hair, Jim Shirley and Buck George are expected to carry the offensive threat
for the Tigers while the defensive
squad should continue to hold
their own with such boys at
Withers, Gentry, Patton, Wright
enberry, Barton, Byrd, Wade,
Quarles, Baker, Knoebel, and
Cook on its roster.

by

Bobby Mixon and BillSBurnett

GO LUC W!

Be Happy-

LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER I

STONE BROTHERS

Neolite, Rubber, Leather Full Soles
Polish of All Kinds
Neolite and Leather Heels
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

108 N. Main Street
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
Greenville
South Carolina

It takes fine tobacco to give you a bettertasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. But it takes something else, too-superior workmanship.
Luckies are the world's best-made cigarette. That's why Luckies taste better.
So, Be Happy-Go Lucky! Get a carton
today!

YOU'RE GOING TO THE GAME-

HOKE SLOAN

SEE US FOR YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS
Don't forget, we have a complete line of formal
wear for rent.

Make your reservations now.

-ABBOtfS;
MENS

SENECA

CLEMSON
WHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP iT

DO-NUT
DINETTE
North Main Street
Owned and operated by Larry
Stanley, former Clemson man.
DO-NUTS

SHOP

SANDWICHES

Open Until 2 A. M.

25,000 Used
Books in Our
Book Attic.
BOOKLOVERS'
PARADISE
—also—
ANTIQUES
DOORS
PLUMBING

NOAH'S ARK
Abbeville, S. C.

Carolina game week-end bags—Purple and Orange crepe paper
and ribbon. We have long sleeve sport shirts. All sizes and colors.
LET'S WHIP CAROLINA

SOUTH
Davidson over Richmond
Virginia over VMI
West Virginia over Geneva
PC over Wofford
,
E. Ky. State over Erskine
EAST
Holy Cross over NYU
Notre Dame over Pittsburgh
Princeton over Lafayette
Rutgers over Lehigh
Temple over Delaware
Army over Harvard
Boston College over Detroit
Colgate over Brown
Bucknell over Buffalo
Fordham over San Francisco
WEST AND SOUTH WEST
Bradley over New Mex. A & M
Wyoming over Brigham Young
Cincinnati over W. Reserve
Colorado A & M over Utah
State
Colorado Col. over Colorado
Western
Colorado over Kansas State
Utah over Denver
Houston over Hardin-Simmons
Idaho over San Jose State
Missouri over Iowa State
Tulsa over Marquette
Montana over Montana State
New Mexico over Texas Western.
Oklahoma A & M over Drake.
UCLA over Oregon
Stanford over Santa Clara

Forest was a fluke.
Duke 33, VPI 6—A breather for
Yes, we missed a few last week,
but we're back again to make our the Blue Devils.
Wake Forest 20, George Washpredictions in the games this
week-end. There were a few up- ington 0—The Demon Deacons
sets last week that hurt some, but rolling again.
Miami 28, Washington and Lee
the football experts are supposed
to pick these. Well, we didn't! 20—The Hurricane should blow
Again this week we will use no over the Generals.
Furman 19, Citadel 13 — Furexcuses. We picked 39 out of 55
games correct for a low percent- man's is bound to win one soonage of .709. Such games as the er or later.
EAST
Clemson-C O P, Wake ForestMichigan State 22, Penn State
William & Mary, and Army and
Dartmouth hurt our batting aver- 17—The Spartans should keep on
age. As you know, this was Clem- the move.
Cornell 19, Yale 0 — Cornell's
son's first defeat in the last 17
starts, and Dartmouth defeated still undefeated.
College of the Pacific 28, BosArmy for the first time in the
ton Univ. 13—The West Coast
school's history.
For the past four weeks we Tigers are loaded this year.
Columbia 21, Pennsylvania 7—
have guessed 136 out of 182 games
Another
one for the undefeated
for an average of .748.
The Tigers will be idle this Lions.
MID-WEST
week-end, but will meet the
Ohio
State
19, Indiana 7 — The
Gamecocks of South Carolina in
the annual Big Thursday battle Buckeyes should have a decent
on October 25. Clemson '-■ com- season.
Northwestern 20, Navy 6
ing back strong after their deNorthwestern's
slate is clean, and
feat this past week, and the defense should be able to hold they'll keep it this way this week.
Wisconsin 20, Purdue 7 — The
back Wadiak and company very
Badgers
should show their stuff
well The Tigers offense should
be clicking after an off night, this week.
WEST
so naturally we will pick the
Iowa
7,
Michigan
0 — Michigan
Howardsmen to win this one by
is
going
down
this
year.
at least two touchdowns. The
California 27, Southern Califor- Complete Stock of Athletic
Gamecocks will be keyed up for
this one, as usual, but Clemson nia 20—The Bears will command
Equipment
,
will come out on the long end the field.
Washington 14, Illinois 6—The
of the score.
EAWLINGS - WILSON
The Illini get their first defeat.
Our guess at the score is ClemNebraska 7, Minnesota 0—Just
son 27, South Carolina 7!!!
a wild stab.
DELANEY'S
SOUTH
Washington State 7, Oregon
Georgia Tech 28, Auburn 13— State 6—A close one.
Sporting Goods
The Sting will be too great for
SOUTHWEST
the Plainsmen.
SMU 14, Rice 7 — Passing at24 College Street
Maryland 34, North Carolina 14
—Remember what the Terps did
Texas A & M 20, TCU 7—The
GREENVILLE, S. C.
to Georgia!
Aggies remain undefeated.
Tennessee 35, Alabama 20—
'Bama will be up for this game,
but the Vols will be too much
HARPER'S 5 & 10c
for them.
Florida 13, Vanderbilt 7—FloriDecorate your car for the Carolina game with our Black and
da is on the rebound from last
Orange crepe paper.
week's defeat by Auburn.
L. S. U. 14, Georgia 13 — The
WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF HALLOWE'EN SUPPLIES
Tigers are on the upgrade, so
Wally Butt's crew is the next victim.
Kentucky 21, Villanova 19 —
CLEMSON MEN ALWAYS WELCOME
Kentucky is the team to upset the
—at—
Villanova Wildcats, anyway the
Wildcats will win!
Mississippi 7, Tulane 0—By a
MAYFAIR GRILL^
flip of the coin.
ANDERSON, S. C.
NC State 20, William and Mary AIR CONDITIONED
13—The Indians' win over Wake

OUR SPECIAL FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER AND
SEPTEMBER—PANCO SOLES $1.65

Oklahoma 26, Kansas 13 — The
Sooners bounce back.
Texas 13, Arkansas 6 — The
Longhorns will hook them easily.
Texas Tech 7, Baylor 0—Could
go either way.
Let's glance at the rest.

j reference wo*

S 1 UDENTS!

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Fluqked The Finger-Nail Test

Lefs go! We want your jingles! We're ready
and willing and eager to pay you $25 for
every jingle we use. Send as many jingles as
you like to Happy-Go-Lucky, P.O. Box 67,
New York 46, N.Y.

Pictures at
Clemson College
YMCA
#
ON THE CAMPUS1

Wi*«sxSe6e«53«re%

Oct. 18—"THE ENFORCER"
with Humphrey Bogart.
Also "STARS IN MY CROWN"
starring Joel McRae.
Oct. 19—"UP FRONT* with
David Wayne and Tom Ewell.
Oct. 20—"ROCKY MOUNTAIN" with Errol Flynn.
Also "WATCH THE BIRDIE"
with Red Skelton.
Oct. 22-23—'PEKIN EXPRESS'
starring Joseph Cotten and Corine Calvert.
Also "THE PRINCE WHO
WAS A THIEF", starring Tony
Curtis and Piper 'Laurie.
Other pictures you will want
to see at the Clemson YMCA:
"Cyrano de Bergerac," "As
Young as You Feel," "Oliver
Twist," "The First Legion,"
"The People Against O'Hara,"
and return engagements on
some great pictures such as
"The Great Caruso," "Breakthrough," "I'd Climb the Highest Mountain," "King Solomon's
Mines," "Showboat" "Only the
Valiant."

DON'T let those stripes fool you. J. Paul was no prisoner of
love I His hair looked like a tiger rag, and he was feline mighty
low. But did Sheedy buy a wig? No! He's not a cheetah! "I
hate to be catty," his roommate said, "butevenan ugly puss looks
better with Wildroot Cream-Oil! Non-alcoholic! Contains soothing Lanolin! Relieves annoying dryness. Removes loose, ugly
dandruft Helps you pass the fingernail tesrt " Sheedy got Wildroot Cream-Oil, and now he has every girl on campus waiting
in lion for a date! So, be cagey... get a tube or bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil Hair Tonic at any drug or toilet goods counter
today. And ask your barber for professional applications. Then
you'll be the cat's pajamas. But don't delay. Meow is the timel
* of327 Burroughs Dr., Snyd.tr, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

LS./M. FT-U/cky Strike Means fine Tobacco
▼

CO**.. TMC AMERICAN TOBACCO COM>l'v
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Rifle Team Holds
First Postal Match;
Callaham Top Man

By Harold Owen
BIG THURSDAY COMING UP
After losing to the College of the Pacific last week, the
Tigers are raring to go against the Gamecocks of South Carolina next Thursday in what te the biggest game of the year
for the state's football fans. The whole team is working
harder than we have seen them work this year.
. Carolina thus far this year has a record of two wins and
the same number of losses,. They have beaten The Citadel
and Furman and have been defeated by Duke and North
Carolina. But as usual Carolina will be hopped up far this
game and will give the Tigers a tussle.
There's been a rumor floating around as to why the
Gamecocks haven't been world beaters this year. Steve Wa»
diak, their All-American halfback, has been injured since
September 15 when he was hurt in a practice game with Da*
vidson. He has been putting on a uniform only to play in
the regular games. But it seems that he got well all of a sudden and started practicing with football gear on this week.
Rut we can well believe the rumor to be true because *of
Wadiak's performance in the Bird games with North Carolina,
Steve gained 22 yards in 11 carries, And that's net tee good
an average for an Ail-American.
It's always difficult to pick a winner in the State
Fair classic since as has often been said, "Anything can
happen." But as we said before Saturday's less made the
Tigers mad and so we feel that the Tigers should take the
Gamecocks.
TEAM OFFERS APOLOGY
We've been asked by Bob Patton and Don Wade to relay
the message that the team is sorry that they didn't get to
participate in the pep rally when they arrived from California Sunday night. The team was let out in front of the main
building, and they didn't know that the rally was going on.
But they wanted the student body to know that they appreciated the students coming out to meet them.
The team did miss a great meeting. The turnout
was large and very enthusiastic. We think that the
students did a wonderful job of proving that the team is
still ours, win or lose.
ATHLETES MAKE WHO'S WHO
Seven wellknown Tiger variety athletes were named to
Who's Who this year. • The men were Pete Cook, Jack Mooneyhan, Jack Neel, Glenn Smith, George Rodgers, John Snee,
r^a T n. Wade. Cook, Mooneyhan, Smith, Rodgers and
Wade are all standouts in footbalT while Neel and Snee
gained fame on the basketball court.
Congratulations, boys.
PROFESSOR WARE'S CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE
Professor Bob Ware of the zoology department made the
trip to Stockton with the team last week and has graciously
consented to write about his experience on the trip. His account follows:
Since I was fortunate enough airsickness. If you have never
to make the trip to Stockton to
see the Clemson Tigers meet the
Tigers of the College of the Pacific, I'll set down my impressions
of the trip and the game for those
who had to cheer for Clemson at
home.
We left the Anderson airport
at about 7:45 a. m., Friday morning, after a slight delay on the
ground, and had a very pleasant
and *meventful trip to Tusla via
Alabama, Birmingham, and Little
Rock. After an excellent lunch,
we took off for the West Coast,
travelling almost in a straight
line from Oklahoma City over the
Panhandle and northwestern
Texas.
The country below was a panorama of^ geometric figures
formed by the ploy and framed
by long, straight stretches of
roads. Wheat fields for as far
as the eye could reach, spotted
by shallow lakes which are reminders that the glaciers were
once here. Oil fields with their
storage tanks were in sight In
all directions for miles. The
"badlands," formed by the
washing away of the soil by
heavy but rare rains looked
like the veins of a huge leaf.
Gradually, the flat plain became rougher, and in the distance
to our right, we could see the tip
ends of the great Rockies. From
our elevation of 9,000 feet, they
looked like our own smooth-sided
Blue Ridge, but as we came closer
and closer, their early deceptive
appearance changed to show the
rugged rocky character in detail.
As we crossed the line from
Texas to New Mexico, we entered
the vast stretches of the Great
American Desert, barren except
for a scattering of mesquite,
greasewood, and scrub conifers;
it ran below us for hours, and
and since we were making about
200 m. p. h., this soon became
impressive.
At Tucumcari, we started into our struggle with the prevailing westerly winds. The
yawlin*- of the plane, a fourmotored DC-4, became painfully apparent, and in spite of
the skillful efforts of the pilots,
early treatment of everyone by
Doc Milford with doses of antiairsickness pills, we soon were
a very, very unhappy bunch of
travellers.
For the next four and one-half
hours, we were all in the grip of

been air or sea sick, no words
can describe it; if you have been
in a similar fix, I know we have
your deepest sympathy. At first
you are afraid you will die, and
then you are afraid you won't! It
affected some more severely than
others, and about H of the team
were seriously affected. We got
no relief until the plane crossed
over the tip of the Sierra Nevada
mountains into California. The
air over the deep valleys stilled
down until it was like a mill
pond on a summer day. At once
the worst of the sickness passed,
but left those affected weak and
pale.
The plane turned northward up
the San Joanquin valley. This
great river course runs for 600
miles northward to end near the
Shasta dam which is part of a
$75,000,000 irrigation project. The
main canal of this system was
beneath us all the way to Stockton. We went over Bakersfield
with its forest of oil derricks,
Modesto with its great vineyards,
Fresno with the potato fields as
fas as we could see in the gathering dusk. We came to Stockton just as darkness closed the
field, and the landing lights were
on. We landed—the trip had
lasted 14 hours.
We were met by Mr. W. B.
Camp and his son Don, Clemson
alumni and sincere supporters.
On the edge of the field was a
truck with the cage containing
the C. O. F. tiger, as part of the
official welcoming party. After the usual pictures, the party
was taken into the city.
Stockton has a population of
over 70,000 and is a center of
the asparagus and tomato canning
industries. It is connected to the
bay by a .waterway which will
take ocean-going vessels, and next
day I was amazed to see a large
freighter that seemed to be standing in an asparagus patch.
The team went out to the stadium for a light workout and then
back to the hotel for food and
bed. The fellows who had not
been able to eat, and incidentally
had lost their lunch, were offered
food, but on the whole, were unable to do much more than drink
coffee and orange juice. Because
of the three-hour change, breakfast came at about EST lunch
time. After resting as much as
possible, the team went to the
(Continued on Page 6)

Shown above Is Clemion wlngbaok, Buck George, skirting his own left end after taking a reverse from fullback, Jim Shirley. Three
C. o. P. players move In for the tackle. (Photo by courtesy of The Anderson Independent).

Costal Tigers Stop local Tigs
To End Win Streak at 16 Games
Parades Stars In Closing Minutes;
Barton, Patton and Queries Shine
By Wayne Davii
During the past few jeasons
the Tigers of Clemson have been
bowling over their foes with considerable consistancy, but when
the time came for their streak
of 16 games without a defeat to
end, it was another Tiger team
that turned the trick, it was the
hard-charging and fast-running
College of the Pacific that upset
the Orange Bowl Champs.
The powerful Pacific defense
held the Clemson offense to an
almost complete standstill until
the last three minutes of play
when Tailback Bob Parades arched a 32-yard pass to Frank Kennedy for the only score by the
South Carolina Tigers.
Loyal Clemson supporters were
laying in a supply of coffee for
the long grind, (as broadcast time
in this neck of the woods was not
until eleven o'clock) when Sweet
William Hair got the ball rolling
by returning the Pacific kick-off
24 yards to the 29-yard line.
Hair^and Shirley tried inside
the ends and failed to gain, but
the vanishing American, Buck
George, found the going a little
better and swept end for six
yards. The yard marker showed
that the Clemson men needed a
few more yards for a first down,
and Hair punted out on the Pacific 30 on fourth down.
Half-back Eddie Macon, who
was a thorn in the side of the
Clemson defense, ripped ever
tackle for 10 yards and a first
down on the 40. This start wa»
soon halted as the Clemson defense dug in, and the Pacifies
were forced to punt deep into
Clemson territory.
Two line plays failed to go,
and Hair quick-kicked on third
down, the ball rolling dead on the
Pacific 22-yard line. Quarterback Geremia drove three times,
but Clemson gained control of the
ball when Macon was stopped as
the Pacifies gambled on fourth
down. This gave our home town
boys the ball in Pacific territory,
and the sleepy heads back home
began to perk up, for it looked
as if the South Carolina Tigers
were on the move.
George swept for five on a reverse, but Hair was stopped for
no gain on the Pasific 37. Hair
put the Costal Tigers in the hole
as he angled his fourth down punt
on the four yard line.
Fullback Tom Cercee found a
hole to fit his desire and ripped
12 yards to the 16. Tom McCormick's third down pass fell incomplete and the Pacific Tigers went
into punt formation. Buck George
took the long punt and crossed
over as if to give it to Hair, but
kept the ball and sprinted up the
sidelines for 40 brilliant yards to
the Pacific 49.
Hair shot a bullet pass to Otis
Kempson for 14 yards and a first
down on the Pacific 35 and the
Clemson Tigers began to growl.
Hair again took to the air, but
two passes went for naught as
the Pacific defense tightened.
With three minutes left in the
first period, Hair kicked out on
the Pacific 20,
Geremia handed\ off to the
fleet Macon and he ripped for 18
yards. McCormick added seven,
but the Pacifies were forced to
punt on fourth down. Hair took
the ball on his own five and it
looked as if three would-be
tacklers had him cold but the
Walterboro flash showed his AllAmerican form as he spun to the
17.
Disaster struck as Pacific
quarterback Geremia pulled in
a Clemson fumble on the Clemson 17-yard stripe, and it looked like the California Tigers
had a sure touchdown. McCormick bulled to the 11 on
second down, but the Clemson
team held on two ground plays
and took over the pigskin on

their own 10. George spurted
for five as the first period ended
in a scoreless tie.
Fullback Jim Shirley bulled for
a, first down to the 21 as the
troops began to move. Hair spurted for five and was a little short
as he skirted end for four more.
Shirley fought for a first and ten
and Hair's long pass fell incomplete. An offsides penalty nullified Georges' five yard gain.
A 15-yard clipping penalty on
Clemson's fourth down punt put
the Pacific Tigers back on their
own fiye.
With Macon and McCormick
leading the way, the Coastal team
drove in a rushing drive to the
Clemson 24-yard stride. Clemson's hard charging forward wall
lead by Tom Barton and Bob
Patton dug in and stopped the Pacific drive on the 17.
Hair and Shirley failed to gain
and Hair punted to the Pacific 44.
Two rifle shots by Scovil -moved
the ball to the Clemson 35. Tom
Barton broke through and dropped McCormick for a six-yard
loss. Jimmy Quarles intercepted
Scovil's third down pass on the
26 and Clemson regained the offense.
Hair fired a desperation pass as
the gun sounded the end of a hard
fought scorless first half.
First half statistics showed that
the Pacific had rolled up 195 total
yards as compared with Clemson's
62, but the Clemson defense was
tough when the West Coast Tigers
threatened to advance into scoring territory.
SECOND HALF
The fleet Eddie Macon took
Clemson's third period kick-off
and scampered "31 yards to his
own 35. Scovil sneaked through
for a first down after two running
Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

DRAKE'S
Next to
Center Theater
GREENVILLE. S. C.

plays had advanced the ball. It
was Scovil again as he fired a
strike to McCormick on the Clemson 47Macon and McCormick broke
through the Clemson defense and
spun to the 16 and two more runs
gave the Pacifies the ball on the
four for first and goal. Smith
lost a half-yard before McCormick scampered into the end
zone for six big points. Zicaro
converted and the Coastal Tigers
lead 7-0.
George scampered to his own
25 with the Pacific kick-off. Hair
and George failed to gain, and a
third down aerial fell incomplete.
Noreen took Hair's fourth down
punt and was run out of bounds
on the Clemson 49.
Lead by McCormick and Maeon the West Coast lads drove
in five plays to the 18 and Macon took a hand off from Scovil at that point and sprinted
into the glory ground. Zicaro
again converted.
Hair was nailed on the Clemson 15 as Pacific kicked off. After
failing on a pass play, Hair tucked in the ball and scampered 11
yards for a first down on his own
26. Two line plays failed and
Otis Kempson couldn't hang on to
Hair's third down pass. Hair's
fourth down punt was off the side
of his foot and out on the Clemson 37.
Knobby K n o b e 1 intercepted
Scovil's second down pass and
raced it back to his own 30. Hair
rippled to the 43 for another
first down, and the Pacific' took
time out.
Hair's passes continued to fall
incomplete and his fourth down
CLEMSON MEN
ALWAYS WELCOME
—at—

COLLEGE GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

THE HOUSE
OF
BLUE LIGHTS

punt sailed out on the Pacific 40.
Smith took a pitch out and swept
wide around end for a 34-yard
gain, but the Pacifies were given
3 13-yard clipping penalty that
(Continued on Page 6)

CLEMSON
THEATRE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

The Army ROTC Rifle Team
fired it's 'first Postal Match last
week, but the winners are not
known as yet because' the scares
of the other schools have not
been received. Jim- Callaham won
honors of the day with a total
score of 362. T. B. Earle, team
captain, was on leave and was
not present at the match to show
his ability to the team. Grainger
showed his skill by scoring 345,
and West was up with a score of
354.
The present members are doing
a fine job of keeping Clemson on
top in one of the minor sporty
Their big test will be against Thr
Citadel in the annual state match
for which no date has been set.
The top five scorers of last
week were:
Score
Callaham
„—_
«•*-— 362
West
..^
. -. 354
Grainger
,.^. ■ .—————- 345
Cauthen ^., -., ■■—'-—— 344
Randell
,
—i
. 343

October'19 and 20

'Painting Clouds
With Sunshine' 'J
with
Virginia Mayo - Dennis Morgan
LATE SHOW SATURDAY
11:00 P. M.

'Mummy's Tomb'
MONDAY - TUESDAY
October 38 and 28

'The Desert
Fox
Desert Fox is a brilliant drama
of living history of Rommel.
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

CLASSIFIED

October 24 and 25

ENGINEER WANTED—
Young recent EE or ME graduate by Telephone Company
serving rapidly growing area in
the Piedmont seetien of South
Carolina. Previous experience
not required. Please submit
personal data to Plant Engineer,
Roek Hill Telephone Company,
Rock Hill, S. C.

'Red Badge of
Courage'

ANDY'S
SHOE SHOP

Bill & HaHie's Drive-In Restaurant

Pendleton St. Basement.

SANDWICHES
SHORT ORDERS
•—Open 24 Hours>—

Easley, S. C.

2 X-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

Prompt, Courteous
Service

AMOCO SERVICE STATION

REASONABLE

Let us Service Your Car for that trip to

PRICES

Columbia on Thursday.

INHALE
Then you're belter off
smoking PHILIP MORRIS

Now Private Club
Membership $2.00 Per Year
—Dance Friday and Saturday
nights with best colored orchestra in land. Clemson students
specially invited.

.•.because
Wmsmmmm

Below Fairgrounds
ANDERSON, S. C.

PHILIP MORRIS

is

definitely less irritating/
definitely milder than any
other leading brand!

Beat Carolina!

Arena Auto Service

PROVE IT YOURSELF
Take the

Downtown — Clemson

PHILIP MORRIS NOSE TEST
start enjoying PHILIP MORRIS todayf

MOBILE GAS
Mobile Tires

Genuine Auto Repairs

Mobile Oil

TANK-CAR STATION
SAVE 2c Per Gallon
DON'T GAMBLE ON THE WEATHER—
WINTERIZE NOW!

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

Special Discount to Students
Look For the Flying Red Horse

CALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
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Trailing the Tiger
(Continued from Page 5)
stadium around 6:00 p. m. and
prepared for the game.
The stadium is worth mentioning, as it was built in a
clever fashion for a maximum
In Years Gone By . . .
seating capacity (35,000) at a
minimum expense. The city
By Hassell Simpson
of Stockton, as part of the San
Joanquin valley, is as flat as
a table top. They had taken
(THE TIGER always repreMr. "Shorty" Henry opened
drag lines and thrown up a huge
sents an accurate portrayal of
his new "Juice Shop" in the
horseshoe - shaped earth dike
life and events at Clemson. It
basement of Main Building, for
and lined the inside with tiers
is interesting, therefore, to note
"business as usual."
of concrete seats. Since the
the similarities and the differHerbert Rosenstock, the "rat"
ences between the Clemson of who left Austria for this country rainfall is about 10 inches per
today and that of ten, fifteen, two years ago, says he wouldn't year, the exposed dirt sides
show no erosion. The crowds
and twenty years ago.
trade America and its democracy
The object of this feature is for all his native Vienna "whether approach by long ramps and
to give readers of THE TIGER Hitler wins the war or not." Her- stai.- to get to the aisles which
a glimpse of The Clemson that bert is not in ROTC because of go. down to the seats.
I shall say little about the
nsed to he.)
faplty vision, and says he could game, as I am sure all are familiar
10 YEARS AGO
also do without rat service, but with the events that followed the
Thursday, October 16, 1941.
he doesn't mind too much.
kick-off. My personal opinion is
The annual TIGER Ball and
that the trip, plus airsickness,
banquet honoring the TIGER 15 YEARS AGO
radical change of altitude for
Thursday, October 15, 1936
staff will be held this weekend.
An unemployed resident of
Senator James F. Byrnes is hours, and weakness from the
Greenville was jailed in Walhal- scheduled to speak at the dedica- combination had a lot more to
la last week, on a charge of steal- tion of the new barracks (4, 5, 6, do with the outcome of the game
ing money and jewelry from 7) later this week. Senator than you would suppose at first
Clemson barracks. He was seen Byrnes has recently been pledged option.
Football fans on the West Coast
loitering around the barracks, by the Clemson Chapter of Blue
consider C. O. P. a strong conand shortly after, numerous thefts Key as an honorary member.
were reported. In one case, $65
Miss Cornelia Graham, College tender for second place with Cal
in cash was missing from one librarian, announced last week first. (Cal is so good this year
room.
that John Goodman, Crass of 1935, they have yet to punt in a game!)
has been appointed assistant to C. O. P. was big, fast, well-drilled and had two of the best backs
the librarian.
Parades Stars
Professor John Lane has con- I have ever seen. I am not trying
(Continued from Page 5)
sented to act as mediator in the to alibi, but I honestly feel if the
put them back to their own 41 selection of Taps sponsors. The teams had been in a reversed sitfrom where George Withers broke selec'^n for those girls whose uation, C. O. P. would have been
through and nailed Macon for" a pictures are to be placed in Taps penalized by the circumstances as
is to be made directly and im- was Clemson.
10 yard loss.
Mr. Camp brought the BakKennedy was stopped for no partially by the cadet corps. Their
gain after the Pacific's fourth pictures will be on exhibit, and ersfield H. S. band to represent
down punt sailed out on the voting will be by numbers. Each Clemson, and we collected a
Clemson 27. Hair passed to Kemp- girl's number will be changed fre- nice size cheering section from
all over the West. Anyone born
son for seven yards as the third quently to prevent lobbying.
or
brought up south of the
Dr.
Lee
W.
Milford,
College
period ended with the West Coast
Mason-Dixon Who could get
surgeon, stated yesterday that
lads leading 14-0.
there was on hand with his
A 15-yard penalty nullified Mc- there have been fewer cases of
Confederate Battle Flag and set
Cormick's 30 yard run after Hair illness this year than last. Colds
out to make as much noise for
punted out on the Pacific 37. Two have not been as common. Of
Clemson as possible. One group
line plays failed to get the neces- 18 cases of pneumonia last sesfrom Fresno, transplanted from
sary yardage and Jerry Streeter sion, only one was lost.
sent a beautiful punt out on the
Judge Keller's advertisement Memphis, left their cotton-buyClemson two.
offers Trench Coats for $3.25, ing to come to the game, complete with flags, ties and grandShirley picked up three, but extra long sizes, $3.50.
Hair was dropped back on the
The annual TIGER Ball will be ma's Confederate money. Offers
30 as he attempted to sweep end. held tomorrow night, presented for any true Southerner to pay
Hair was shaken up and Bob by the Central Dance Association $10 for a genuine Alabama $2
Parades replaced him at the tail- for "The staff, not the editors or bill found no buyers, however.
After the game, we went back
back slot. Myers of Pacific in- executives."
tercepted Parades' pass and raced
Harry Ashmore, Editor of THE to the hotel where an open house
it to the Clemson 29.
TIGER (now editor of the Arkan- was being held, as this was homeHank Welch ripped through sas Gazette), said in an editorial coming for C. O. P. I'll admit we
tackle for the third Pacific score that among the traditional Demo- were not the most festive-minded
after Geremia's 15-yard pass ft) crats among the student body, a bunch in the world, but it was
Cerece moved the ball to the 13. poll would probably reveal "100 grin and bear it. We saw a numZicare converted after a five yard Republicans, 10 Socialists, 3 Com- ber of alumni, one just landed
penalty.
munists, and one follower of that morning from Japan and seeing the San Francisco sport sheet,
George fumbled out of bounds Lemke and Coughlin."
came straight to Stockton to see
as he returned the Pacific kick
the game. That's the kind of
off to the 28. Parades and Shir- 20 YEARS AGO
spirit we found all around us!
Wednesday, October 14, 1931
ley ripped for a first down to the
Take-off time was 7:00 a. m.
Jess Neely's Tigers beat North
Pacific 48 but Welch stopped the
the next morning, and we had a
drive as he intercepted a Parades Carolina State 6-0 last week.
The annual Block "C" Dance fine trip home. This time the
pass and returned to the Clemwill be held this week, with music wind was behind us, and the air
son 48.
Streeter's fourth down kick by Charlie Pace's Jungaleers. was smooth all the way except
rolled dead on 'the 12 as the Pa- "The surplus money derived from for a short flurry with a thunder
cific Tigers failed to get up enough this dance will be turned over to storm around Tulsa. I must menthe „\thletic Association."
tion two things about the trip
steam to roll.
An editorial reads: ". . . Last that I think are worth noting.
Gressette replaced Shirley
and plowed the center of the week a certain cadet was shipped First, the fine service that PanPacific line for seven yards to the same day two quarts of whis- American Airways gave the team.
the 19. Parades sprinted to the key were found in his room . . . A crew of four pilots and three
32 for a first down and then So many cadets petitioned the stewards made it the very best.
threw a perfect strike to Glenn Senior Council ... to reinstate Every effort was made to see that
Smith for 36 yards and another this student that . . . they went to we had a good time. Don Wade
first down to the Pacific 32. the commandant. But upon learn- was made temporary pilot and
With 39 seconds remaining Pa- ing the facts of the case, the Senrades stepped back and un- ior Council withdrew the petition
corked a 32 yard aerial into the with apologies ... In all other
Tinsley's Jewelers
waiting arms of winsback cases this fall where cadets have
been
tried
for
having
contraband
Frank Kennedy. Radcliff conRepairing a Specialty
verted, but the Clemson Team in their rooms, the evidence
against them was only circumtrailed, 7-21.
EASLEY, S. C.
Harp returned the Clemson stantial or the liquor tested less
kick off to the Pacific 30 and than four per cent alcohol."
Welch spun to the 32 as the game I
ended with Clemson Tigers on the
short end of the score for the
first time in many moons.
STATISTICS
FULL LINE OF DAVIS TIRES, WIZARD BATTERIES

WESTERN AUTO STORE

Clem son
11
First Downs
146
Rushing Yardage
87
Passing Yardage
19
Passes Attempted
4
Passes Completed
2
Passes Intercepted
10
Punts
33.3
Punting Average
1
Fumbles Lost
5
Yards Penalized

COP
20
366
59
12
6
2
6
38.2
1
55

The Gamecock Accepts TIGER Challenge
For Tasty Meal After Big Thursday Game
The Gamecock, University of
Preliminary acceptance was
South Carolina student publi- sent via Western Union collect:
cation, has accepted the challenge
"Yes, printed acceptance beof the TIGER to have represen- ing sent by return mail.
tatives of their paper prepared
Persky, Novit, and Gregory
to eat a copy of their paper
Editors, the Gamecock"
should the school football team
Then a copy of the Gamecock
lose the Clemson-Carolina foot- was mailed to the TIGER with
ball' tilt.
the following letter appearing in
flew us with commendable skill. with them.
The cockpit was open for all to
The Country Gentlemen were
come up and ask questions and
that
in every sense of the word,
take advantage of the view from
the front of the plane. Second, and while the score was not imand by no means least, is the fine pressive, the Clemson boys were.
impression the Clemson football We arrived about midnight at
team made in Stockton. I, by Anderson, making the return trip
chance, heard the hotel manager in about two and one-half hours
make the remark that they were I less than the westward-bound
the nicest bunch he had had stay | one.

Thursday, October 18, mai
print:
Dear Sirs:
In accepting 1 your terms of
tradition-on-a-Iarger-scale, we
do not intend to let ourselves

be left completely out of the
plan-making and will prepare
a tasty 8-page dish for your approval. Here's hoping you
don't do the same.

i n

EAST MEETS WEST
IN NEW RELAY EVENT

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
You've heard of the Penn Relays. But
have you ever heard of a relay where the
hurdles are mountains, the average stride
is thirty miles, and the track stretches
coast to coast?

—Engineers—

GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

It's the Bell System's 3ladic-0lelay
and it brings East and West together in
one of the most important events in the
history of communications.

For Good Eating
ANYTIME

Telephone construction crews have just
recently' completed the coast-to-coast
ZRadf'c-iJielatf system. Today, Long
Distance calls ride on radio microwaves,
beamed through the air from tower to
tower. And, for the first time, television
programs have been flashed from coast
to coast.

SOUTHERN STYLE HOME COOKING
QUICK SERVICE - REASONABLE PRICES
A Free Meal Ticket Weekly

The new system supplements the thousands of miles of wire cable that already
tie the nation together. It helps make
America's vast communications network
even stronger and more flexible. And it
could hardly happen at a better time. The
demands of defense are heavy and urgent*

Open to Public

CLEMSON CAFETERIA

Let's Pick
That Chicken
HOW 0leidio-0le/aif WORKS. Microwaves travel in a straight line. So relay
towers are usually built on hilltops and spaced about thirty miles apart. Just as a
runner picks up the baton from another runner; so each tower picks up microwaves
from its neighbor, and with complex electronic equipment amplifies and focuses
them like a searchlight, then beams them accurately at the next tower. And hundreds of Long Distance calls ride the beam at the same time.

On Thursday!

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
GO TIGERS

BELL TELEPHONE

■frtfat Chesterfield
doufr.
SIGNED . .X-

NO UNPLEASANT
AFTER-TASTE

7/
PROPRIETOR

EAT AT

So m's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
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Xpt*y"lkvcrri
Watch Repairs
All Genuine Material
WORK GUARANTEED

The Country
Gentleman's
Jeweler
CLEMSON JEWELERS
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TRUE TONE RADIOS
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

ANDERSON, S. C.

"Copy-TIGER if you do!"
Traditionally yours,
Mordecai Persky, Editor
Bill Novit, News Editor
Ralph Gregory, Sporte Editor
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